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ABSTRACT

This project was prompted by information culled fron the New York
State Drug Administrators' Conference and the New York State Crisis
Center Conference concerning the occupational and educational needs of
former drug abusers in New York State and New York City. Daa collect-
ed as.a result of these conferences indicated the need for further study.
Information was needed in the practices of drug abuse treatment programs
and occupational and educational agencies as they relate to the post
treatment education and employment of the former drug abuser.

The first part of this report consists of a review of the initiation
of the project and the research procedures employed. The second part is
an overview of the drug abuse treatment programs including the development
of clients skills for education and the job market. Employment practices
of business and industry and the interface between treatment and employ-
ment are also reviewed. The conclusions drawn from this review set the
stage for the development of the proposed models.

The third section describes two models. The first is a model for an
occupational and educational information referral service for ex-drug
abusers in New York City. The second model is for an employment service
for the same target population. The delivery system for the two models is
an independent non-profit agency. This agency would he designed to serve
as an intermediary service organization between the treatment programs and
educational and occupational institutions. Special attention is devoted to
the distinction between specific skills preparation and attitudinal and
psychological preparation for schooling and employment. The special problems
of methadone maintenance patients are also noted.

The final section is a presentation of a computer system for the
proposed models and the combined model budget projections. A summary is
included at the end of the report which contains recommendations for
potential implementation and funding of the models.
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I, INITITATION OF THE PROJECT

In 1971 staff members of the Ilureau of Occupational Fducation Research

(BOER) of the New York State Education Department became aware of a lack

of communication between drug treatment facilities and public service agen-

cies. This cognizance surfaced when staff associated with rehabilitation

projects concerning occupational education research on the ex-addict care

into contact with the directors of therapeutic residential drug communities.

A more intensive investigation of this communications,systeni revealed that

interaction between the drug facilities themselves was also at a minimum.

This dearth of exchange was recognized by many directly ergaged in drug

therapy (New York State brug Administrator's Survey and Conference Report,

1P71).

Federal support was sought and obtained from the National Institute

of Mental Health, (NIMM) Center for Studies of Narcotic and Drug Abuse by

the Bureau: of Occupational Education Research of the New York State Educa-

tion Department (SED). In July of 1971 a grant was awarded for the purposes

of: (1) gathering data which would give details concerning all drug thera-

peutic prcgrars in the State so that pertinent data could be available in

a general format, analyzed, and available from one source, and (2) con-

ducting a New York State Drug Administrator's Conference with administrators

from residential therapeutic drug centers, having an agenda, partially based

or the data collected, which would be both relevant and response provoking.*

* A complete bibliography on drug therapy, drug abuse, and drug addiction
can be obtained by writing to the Bureau of Occupational Education Research,
New York State Education Department, Albany, New York 12224.



The objectives of the Drug Administrators' Conference were: (1) to

establish communication through face to face meetings, (2) to stimulate

an exchange of ideas among the directors of residential therapeutic drug

communities in New York State and other related service agency personnel,

and (3) to acquaint the directors of therapeutic communities with new ser-

vices and facilities which could be of benefit to their clients. The

original agenda was revamped when it was revealed that a number of the

programs responding were out-patient, as opposed to in-patient, services.

The conference was held on October 6th, 7th, and 8th of 1971 in New

York City. Fifty-two administrators from 40 different treatment programs

attended the conference. More than 26 New York State agency representatives

also attended. In addition, a number of guests from out-of-state, repre-

sen both treatment agencies and government agencies were present. A

summary report of the conference stated the following:

Based on the reported evaluations and on the received communiques,
cit would be fair to say that the conference objectives were met.

A measurement of assessed value of degree cannot be stated. The
initial meeting pointed out that such a diversified conglomerate
of people and agencies cannot easily relate to one another in a
single concentrated experience. A series of similar encounters
should be established.

In an effort to reach drug-related programs which do not fit standard

descriptions of either in-patient or out-patient services, BOER organized

another conference for administrators of Crisis Centers in New York State.

The purposes of this conference were: (1) to find out about what the

Crisis Centers were doing, and (2) to offer resource help when and where

needed. The conference was held or. February 23, 24, 25, 1972 in Albany,

New York.

-2-



Administrators from 14 crisis centers attended. Again a number of

Ftate agency representatives were on hand. A summary of the conference

states:

The purpose of the conference was felt to be fulfilled, that is,
the data was gathered about the crisis centers throughout the
State, and a rapport was established anong the various center
staff. Much useful information was exchanged and communication
lines were open. The centers were encouraged tc try to get to-
gether with each other and share their ideas in person as well as
through a newsletter. (Statewide Crisis Center Conference, 1972).

A close examination of both conference.summaries by BOER officials

revealed several major prr .lem areas. Firstly, many drug treatment pro-

grams are not adequately preparing their clients for entrance into either

academic pursuits or the world of work. Preparation for furthering one's

education or securing a job were viewed by many programs as ancillary

servicos, secondary to the therapeutic aspects of rehabilitation. Secondly,

even where t"eatnent programs properly emphasized these important areas,

the world of (-mployment is not readily open to the former addict or metha-

done patient. Bitter complaints are registered by treatment workers that

their programs were "funded for failure" because employment opportunities

beyond treatment are so limited for their clients. The interaction between

a lack of emphasis on occupational preparation by the treatment programs

and the many prejudiced stereotypes of the business world has yielded a

problem of majcr proportions.

In an effort to engage this problem head on, BOER requested and received

permission from the Center for Studies of Narcotic and Drug Abuse, to allo-

cate the remainder of the NIMH grant for the development of models to deal

-3-



with educational and occupational training opportunities and employment

placement specifically for ex-addicts in New York City. having received

an affirmative response from NIVE, POER sent out a request for proposals

to a nurber of organizations in Net. York State. The project subcontract

vas awarded to the Training for Living Institute (TFL), a private, non-

profit education agency in New York City (TFL proposal, 1972). TFL offers

technical assistance, ccnducts research projects, holds workshops and

seminars, anal provides training programs for vcrkers in the field of drug

abuse, prevention and treatment. The duration of the BOER-TFL contract

was August to December, 1972.



II. RESEARCH PROCEDURES

In recent months the problems of rest treatment vocational and educa-

tional pursuits by former drug abusers lave received a great deal of public

attention. Workers in the treatment field have expressed grave concerns

arog therselvs.s about these problems fcr several years. Coverage given

to the recent Hardt Commission Peering in New Yr.-1 City brought the essen-

tial dilemma into sharp focus (Village Voice, September 2S 1972; New York

Post, September 20, 1972). These newspaper articles reported the efforts

of the Temporary State Co mission Evaluating the Drug Laws, headed by

Assemblyman Chester R. Vardt of Buffalo, New York, 1972, to explore this

problem. Through public testimony, problems of employment discrimination

against former drug abusers were reviewd. Other articles (Wall Street

Journal, September 21, 1972; New York Times, August 6, 1972; New York

Post, September 15, 1972; New York Times, Seitembcr l3, 1972) have alto

highlighted the many barriers to eoployment experienced by the rehabili-

tated drug addict. Public hearings on this subject, to be conducted by

the NYC Commission cn Human Rights, arc fchedulea for early 1973.

The research team at the Training for Living Institute sought to find

out the facts behind these headlines. Our major thrust, it terms of

gatherirg data, was to meet with persons having a role and opinions con-

cerning ex-addict employment and education. TFL staff interviewed persons

freer government agencies, rehabilitation programs, business :IA industry,

law enforcement, and related agencies from both the public and pri'ate

sectors. Articles and monographs were found to be isolated documents

rather than a cohesive literature. More opinions, and strongly held ones,



than facts were uncovered.

The area of post treatment occupational and educational pursuits has

already fallen victim to harsh rhetoric and sharply divided opinions.

Therefore, our interviewing procedures had to concentrate en the separa-

tion of fact and opinion. Wherever possible, we sought to derive the sources

of opinion to learn how knowledgeable they actually mere. In contacting

ane meeting with many agencies and individuals we discovered that there

already exists an overlapping of efforts to come to grips with the problem.

At present, no cemmon ground exists between organizations that must cope

with the problem. Real efforts to-coordinate and concentrate available re-

sources are only just beginning. It is one hope of this document to become

a rallying point around which coordinated energies may be brought into

focus.



III. -OVERVIEW OF THE ['ROBLE!!

A. THE TREAPIENT FROGRAMS

1. PFVELOMMET OF PROGRAMS

In 19E6, with the creation of the New York State Narcotic Addiction

Control Commission (NYSNACC) and the Offi -e of the Coordinator of Addiction

Programs, later the Addiction Service` Agency of New York City (AAA), State

and local officials created umbrella agencies for the funding of major

efforts in the rehabilitation of drug abusers and drug addicts. Combined

with private agency efforts, significant programs were launched in New York

State and New York City. The thrust of NYSNACC funding has been to give

grants to a variety of different treatment modalities. NYSNAU. also cre-

ated its ewn intermural and aftercare treatment delivery system.

ASA's initial thrust was the creation cf voluntary drug-free programs.

With the svitch of ASA frnr the Finnan Pesources Administration to the Health

Services 'gency in 1972, ASA's program responsibility no includes methadone

maintenance and experimentation with narcotic antagonists. Beth Israel redi-

cal Center's Bernstein Institute has achieved the status of New York City's

largest non-government Methadone Maintenance Treatment Program. Through

the Health Services Administration, many methadone programs have become op-

erational under the direction of City Government. Some of the drug-free

therapeutic community programs such as Daytop, Inc., Phoenix House and

Odyssey House have grown enormously in the number of facilities and patient

load. As a result of this activity, drug rehabilitation programs in New

York City now encompass every form of treatment modality to be found in the

field.



Recent estimates place the number of addicts in treatment in New York

City, as cf September 1972, at approximately 50,000 patients as stated by

former ASA Commissioner Graham Finney before the Temporary State Commission

to Evaluate the Drug Laws. Estimates of the tota! rurber of addicts in New

York City range from approximately 150,000 as reported by the New York City

Narcotics Registry to as high as 300,000 (estimating one unknown addict for

every reported addict). Thus, while the majority of addicts remain outside

any formal treatment process, it can now he stated that a greater number of

addicts are receiving some form of treatment input than ever before in the

City's history. How rapidly the number of new addicts is growing is not

known at this time.

Students of the origin of rehabilitation programs in New York City

are critically aware of the price paid for the establishment of these pro-

grams. There have been problems of functional definition between NACC and

ASA. With the newly emerging role of the Federal government (Special Action

Office for Drug Abuse Prevention - SAODAP), maximal inter-governmental agency

coordination is yet to be achieved. The most salient factor is that all

treatment agencies must compete with one another for the same funding dollar.

Treatment programs report that they are succeeding in carrying out their

own stated goal of successful rehabilitation with some of their clients.

Criteria for defining success and the percentage of success figures differ

from one program to another. Programs report that their treatment goals

are being net by more and more clients, whether they be graduates of drug-

free programs or satisfactory participants in methadone maintenance programs.



This immediately poses two ouestions: (1) Are the treatment programs

properly preparing their clients for the worlds of ucrk and academic pur-

suit? and (2) Are the schools and businesses in the New York area ready

to receive them?

2. PREPARATION FOR EDUCATION AND JOB MARKET

This section will address itself to the first question. It is now

common knowleege that drug abuse is no respecter of traditional cultural

distinctions based on race, class, education, income, and the like. How-

ever, from extensive conversations with treatment workers, it must be

assumed that the bulk of New York City addicts are still coming primarily

from minority groups, with both low academic achievement and severely

limited job skills. Therefore, any question concerning in-treatment and

post-treatment educational and occupational corcerns, must address itself,

in the main, to this target population. Educational and occupational op-

portunities have traditionally been limited for the poor and those re-

ferred to as "disadvantaged." This is an extremely important fact to note.

Ex-drug abusers seeking education and employment are part of a much larger

pool of persons alienated from or competing for the same limited opportu-

nities. The fact that American Society is faced with a tight job market

at present further complicates the situation.

In addition to limited job skills and poor educational background,

the ex-addict is often faced with a criminal history which may bar him

from belonging to certain unions, holding various licenses, or make him

ineligible for bonding. Representatives of the Fortune Society, an



advocacy organization for ex-offenders, estimates that as high as 80% of

all prison and jail inmates are drug abusers. Fcrtvne states that their

estimates are higher than those usually given because nary inmates do not

state their drug related activity, as this would lead to their legal certi-

fication as addicts by NYSNACC. In fact, many addicts enter treatment under

duress of pending prosecutior for drug-related offenses. Also, many con-

victed persons are remanded to the custody of treatment programs as terms

of parole or probation. The problems of ex-offenders are certainly legion.

We quote from the testimony of the Association cf Voluntary Agencies on

Narcotics Treatment before the Temporary State Commission to Evaluate the

Drug Laws (AVANT, 1972);

The sad fact, however, is that much of this technical training,
obtained through the New York State Office of Vocational
Rehabilitation (OVR) or other agencies, is wasted so far as
the client is concerned because, due to his drug history, he
is frequently unable to obtain a state license to practice
the job he was trained for.*

Thus, in the recent past, we have seen clients trained to be
barbers, beauticians, laboratory and X-ray technicians, return
to the welfare rolls after their training because of inability
to get state licenses.

This occurs despite the fact that the Guidelines for Acceptance of

Clients with a History of Narcotics Addiction (OVR, 1972) of the State

Office of Vocational Rehabilitation are inclusive of clients from drug

treatment programs.

*OVR does not do any direct training. It refers clients to training

agencies and supports the advancement of individuals for better jobs,
or movement up the career ladder.



While no definitive statement can he made, it can he assumed that a

limited job market, academic competition for acceptance to higher education,

racism, conflicts in life style and similar socio-cultural variables inter-

act (independently of drug history) to create serious barriers for minority

group members and the disadvantaged. In general, treatment programs with

middle-class clients report more success in placing graduates in jobs and

schools than programs whose clients are drawn from the ghetto communities

in New York City.

A. EDUCATION

The question of how adequately various treatment programs are preparing

their clients for further educational and occupational pursuits is difficult

to answer. For example, how much real attention is paid to the emotion21

and cognitive education of clients (and how affective and cognitive educa-

dor interact as "treatment") will depend upon the treatment philosophy

being applied. When one considers the total services which comprise the

treatment delivery system, it is important to know the priority status

given to education.

Sheridan (1972), in a paper entitled "Education as Therapy" presented

before the American Psychological Association, points out that education

is viewed as an integral part of the S.E.R.A. program (South Bronx) rather

than as a privilege. In many therapeutic community programs educational

activities are often the first in-treatment privilege to be revoked if the

resident is not performing well it the therapeutic environment. In almost

all cases, drug treatment programs in New York City provide an opportunity



for their clients to achieve the status of high school graduate, usually

through equivalency diplomas. It is not known how many clients seek to

enter post-high school educational institutions.

The most important factor in determining whether clients will seek out

further education is the attitudes toward formal education held by the staff

members of the treatment program. As "role models" for their clients, the

staff members demonstrated education-seeking behavior and attitudes hold a

powerful influence over clients. The more stress placed upon education for

enrichment and employment, the greater the likelihood that clients will

respond accordingly. Treatment programs often pride themselves upon the

number of graduates who pursue post high school education.

How legitimate it is for treatment programs to promote higher educa-

tion as a vehicle for success, for obtaining money, and to attain a better

life is open to serious question. In '!ay of 1972 CBS REPORTS broadcasted

a program entitled "Higher Education: Who Needs It?" It reported that

approximately one million students from 2,000 colleges and universities

receive bachelor degrees each June. Pany of these persons are experiencing

serious difficulties in finding employment, particularly employment related

to their education. At the same time, many graduates of two-year technical

schools are being placed immediately in good jobs. This problem is com-

pounded for the former drug abuser. If he does not find meaningful and

practical avenues for securing a livelihood, the possible consequences for

society in terms of drug relapse, criminality, ane expanding welfare rolls

are awesome. Therefore, proper emphasis on educational pursuits as a means



to an end (the end being gainful and fulfilling employment) is essential

for well executed drug abuse rehabilitation.

A classical debate over whether colleges are supposed to intellec-

tually stimulate and eiucate the "total man" on the one hand, or prepare

him for immediate employment by teaching him specific skills, still rages

on in academia. The cogent arguments for both sides of this debate must

be addressed by drug treatment programs. If treatment programs will opt

for the more pragmatic definition, then they must match the skills they

teach with the skills called for in the world of work. If they opt for the

education of the well-rounded man or woman, then they should state this to

their clients. Many treatment programs are forming liaisons with educational

institutions. One example is a study of an articulation program between

Nassau Community College and Topic House (State Education Department, 1972).

Thii study raises important questions concerning this type of burgeoning

relationship in areas such as the connection between education and "split-

rate", the meaning of re-entry programming, and the general concept of re-

habilitation.

As part of our attempt to gather information on education, twenty

questionnaires were sent to a number of colleges and universities. Twelve

registrar and office of admission officials stated that former drug users

may compete without prejudice for entry into their institutions. The only

school that took exception was a clerical skills training organization

stating that they did not want "drug users" in their student population.



(They wade no distinction betueen present and former users). It seems,

therefore, that educational admission pcli-ies are not exclusionary where

former drug abusers are concerned.

E. OCCUPATIONAL TPAININC

Direct preparation for the erld cf work also varies from program to

program depending upon their conceptual definition of rehabilit

Programs generally divide into three categories: (1) these that prepare

clients as part of their ovn treatment process, (2) those that refer their

clients for occupational training outsiee their program, and (3) those who

do not address themselves to occupational preparation. All treatment pro-

grams give lip service to the importance of meaningful employment either

during or immediately after the rehabilitation process. As with the ab-

sorption of traditional academic programs, occupational training education

may be assigned a higher or lower priority status vithin the total services

provided by the program.

As viewed by the treatment staff members, occupational preparation in-

volves three distinct processes. The first is adequate psychotherapeutic

re-development obtained through the treatment process to insure against drug

relapse and to foster emotional and intellectual maturity. The second is the

development of appropriate work-related attitudes. This includes a willing-

ness to work, the ability to withstand stress situations or the job, under-

standing competition and advancement, good relations with supervisory person-

nel and the like. The third aspect is specified vocational skills training

for those who have no employable skills. All programs claim to accomplish



successfuly the first process (for those clients who finish their treatment

regimen). Many progrars also claim to develop and to stimulate the proper

attitudinal set and rationale for the world of work. Programs do differ

ieely in the use of internal and external resources for the accomplishment

of vocational skills training.

Some programs provide sheltered workshops on their premises in which

specific job skills are taught to their clients. The majority of programs

that use this process seem to teach skills which can lead to direct post-

treatment employment. Drug treatment programs have learned from other types

of insitutions, particularly prisons, that the teaching of unmarketable

skills is an invitation to recidivism. Therefore, careful attention is paid

both to the market value of skills and the develeprent and recognition of

personal pride and dignity in clients.

A numter of programs refer their clients to independent occupational

training facilities. Treatment staff report that their experiences with

,uch organizations are mixed. Past criminal convictions often militate

against the licensing process necessary for actual employment in the areas

in which clients were trained. Only changes in existing laws can ameliorate

this problem.

The report of the Comprehersive Manpower Plan for New York (Fiscal

Year 1973) rendered by the New York City Manpower Area Plannir.3 Council

(MAPC) points out a number of serious problems. They state:



Although some of the larger addiction treatment programs de
their on job development, most of the ex-addicts in treatment
are referred to existing job development and job training pro-
grams, such as the Neighborhood Manpower Service Centr-s, for
manpower service. Here they are competing for jobs and train-
ing slots with the normally disadvantaged, and they fare very
poorly.

Public job training programs (such as the City's Manpower and
Career Development Agency's Regional Training System and the
Opportunity Industrialization Centers), have told MAPC staff
they do not have a public policy stating they will not train
ex-addicts or methadone maintenance patients. However, the
drug treatment agencies the MAPC staff has interviewed who are

working to get their clients into these programs have found it
a very difficult process. Evidently, job training programs
feel that with their current resources, they cannot handle
the additional problems an addiction program client might
bring to a training program for the normally disadvantaged.
Furthermore, until the ex-addict can compete favorably with the
other disadvantaged clients seeking service, he is excluded
from these programs.

The same type of exclusion exists in other programs. For ex-
ample, according to Urban Coalition staff, most of the jobs
developed for the disadvantaged through their JOBS program are
not available to anyone with current history of drug addiction.
This effectively eliminates the methadone ma4ntenance patients
who make up over half the treatment popula:ion in the city.

The MAPC report concludes:

All told, ex-addicts, particularly those on methadone, are not
in good competitive position in the job cr training program
market, unless they can successfully hide their associations
with drugs. In fact, many drug treatment programs who are
trying to get their clients into jobs discreetly counsel them
not to reveal their former drug use or association with a
methadone maintenance program to prospective employers.

In contrast with these conclusions, the New York State Narcotic

Addiction Control Commission (Attack, 1972) reports that nearly 3,000

participants in the State's addict treatment program were on the job

in 1971.* The average earning of the 3,000 NACC clients is $S,600

*Between April 1967 and the fall of 1972 NACC has dealt with 63,000

narcotic addicts.
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per annum (2,5cn %%ere working full-time). Positions varied from farrirp

to managerial posts, vith about two-thirds in the clerical, sales, service

or machine and structural work fields. NACC placement representatives

believe that these findings are impressive but constrained in large part

because of the present poor job market. Shlemo Amity, Pirector of Em-

ployment for NACC, believes that : 'unless the ex-addict works-earns his

own living -- can he himself feel successful and can we consider him

rehahilitntcd." Amity feels that every reasonable approach to training

and employment should he utilized tc create a bulwark against failure

(sheltered workshops, on-the-job training and other approaches).

In recognition of the many problems in this area, the Mayor's office

has appointed a Commissioner of the Addiction Services Agency to head up

a srecial Vanpcwer Division to directly confront this problem. ASA carried

cut a Manrewer Vaseline Study which revealed that for their own employed

clientele, 400 job categories emerged, ranging from skilled to unskilled.

The ASA study further reported:

Another check cn a group of ex-addicts who found employment
and returned their welfare checks to the Pepartnert of
Socici Services revealed that the average salary earned by
the ex-addict was $5,876 (very close to the NACC average
figure) per year. This means the simplest cost effect-
iveness of an ex-addict's employment is an annual return of
$1,017 per patient in taxes and a saving of 52,028 in welfare
costs, not to mention the saving in treatment costs and the
immeasurable saving in human life realized when an addict
is rehabilitated and able to support himself without having
to resort to public assistance or worse, to criminal
activity.



TFE importance of the treatment staff member as a role model for his

charges, though touched upon previously, deserves additional mention re-

garding employment. It has been estimated by treatment directors that

rehabilitation programs seek to and can absorb approximately 10-15% of

their graduates staff members. Most treatment programs it New York

City draw their c inical staff from either their en programs or similar

manpower peels in other analogous programs. The movement et staff from

one treatment program to another is quite common.

There are both implicit and explicit cues provided by staff to clients

regarding the high status accorded the role of treatment worker. Reactions

of clients seem tc generalize in two directions: (1) those who want to

rove as far as possible from a work setting resembling the treatment en-

vironment and (2) those who place great value on treatment as an employment

goal and actively seek such work. Most staff workers tell their clients

that they want then to examine a great variety of occupational possibilities

beyond treatment. However, the constant implicit message in many programs

is that the most rewarding type of work for the ex-addict, financially and

in terms of prestige, is in the clinical.treatment of addicts. Verbal dis-

claimers do not carry much weight with clients because they are constantly

exposed to tangible evidence (status, clothing, cars, etc.) of the position

accorded to the ex-addict clinical worker. Program staff have to work hard

to estallish the credibility of alternate forms of occupational pursuits.

Pcsitive motivation for other kinds of work must be established early during

a client's rehabilitation, or he may develop unrealistic goal seeking

behavior patterns,



3. SPECIAL marls rop mETHADONE MYtINTLNANC: PATIENTS

All the prejudices and stereotyped thinking encountereC. by graduates

of drug-fret treatment prorrars arc greatly compounded for the person uhc

is considered a successful patient on ethadone maintenance. Stories have

become legion about methadone maintenance (n') patients uho h we teen pro-

ductively employed and then summarily fired 'Olen their use of methadone is

discovered. MM patients find that they must nide their involvement with

their program if they are to t'e hired in the first place. When their use

is uncovered, they are treated in the same way as a using heroin addict --

immediate dismissal and no redress of grievances.

The Methadone Maintenance Treatment Program (MMTP) at Beth Israel

Medical Center has addressed itself to this problem in great detail. 'n

1968 MMTP hired a vocational rehabilitation specialist to sty their pro-

gram in depth. The 1972 Perkins ard Wolkstein Study entitled "Vocational

Rehabilitation in Methadone Maintenance Treatment: .7ociety's Responsibility"

concluded that: (1) vocational service must be established as an integral

part of the program; (2) even when aided by vocational iehabilitation;

prejudiced attitudes in business and industry, deter patier., success; and

(3) the responsibility of successful programming cannot be the sole prov-

ince of treatment profissionals -- many levels of society must become

involved.

At present Beth Israel handles all placement hecaus the outside train-

ing facilities that they vse find it difficult to place 11thaAme patients.

Occupational counselors based in out-patient clinics work with patient., rnd
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staff who dc psychological counseling, Occupational counselors have gone

through special training programs in order to become acquainted with the

problems of the methadone patient.

The vocational staff of MMTP presently consists of one supervisor

ane. four vocational rehabilitation counselors, all having a graduate degree

in vocational counseling. Their prirary responsibility is to provide c-,un-

seling and guidance in helping the patient to establish an identity as an

employee. Counseling also center, on helping patients gain erough confi-

dence and self-understanding to evaluate their needs and develop suitable

occupational plans. Patients are assisted in evaluating their skills and

as a result of this, move into employment. Follow-up counseling is encour-

aged to help patients adjust to their employment situation.

Seven years of research experience have gone into the evaluation cf

the behavioral side of the methadone maintained individual to assess his

performance effectiveness potential. A summary of this research is re-

ported by Norman Gordon (1973) under the title of "The Functional Status

of the Methadone Maintained Person." Dr. Gordon's report draws the fol-

lowing conclusions:

The foregoing presentations of our findings of over seven years
of study of methadone patients has led us to a number of general
conclusions. First and foremost, we have not found any evidence
that maintenance on methadone der se should be a barrier to any
activity chosen by a patient, consistent with his abilities and
interest. The only qualification to this conclusion might be a
medical one, which would stipulate that an adequate period of
time for stabilization on the medication is necessary. In this
connection, it should be kept in mind that our psychomotor stud-
ies were for the most part accomplished with patients who had
been stabilized for a yer .



Secondly, it must be recognized that methadone therapy is designed
tc deal only with herein addiction. Other behalieral factors,
such as emotional problems, ancillary drug abuse of suhstarces
such as cocaine, arphetemines, barbiturates, and alcohol, where
they occur, are prcblens that are also faced by those vhe do not
use heroin. A potential employer should use the same judgment
about a methadone patient as he would apply to any other indivi-
dual. It cannot he assured that the statu' "methadone patient"
pm se implies anything more than that an individual has volun-
teered to change his life style, perhaps save his life, and to
attempt tc become a useful citizen. There is no evidence that
the ancillary problars faced by methadone patients occur hith
any greater frequency in that group than in any other group in
the general urban population. Finally, it must be recognized
that the performance potential of methadone treated ex-addicts
is essentially normal, and their social behavior is likely to
be superior in that they are seeking to iprove their lot. They
deserve to he treated as citizens rather than as "ex-jurkics",
for their record of accomplishmert is ar impressive one.

While advocates of different treatment philosophies may argue the

overall efficacy of their approaches, it must be stated that the methadone

maintenance patient deserves an equal opportunity with the totally drug-

free individual in pursuing his educational and vocatioml interest. Nc

comparison data presently exist coMparing these two populaticns in either

educational or work settings.

B. BUSINESS AND INDITTRY

There are apprerimately ore and a half mil lion business firms of vary-

ing size in Arerica. As the American drug scene ebbs and flows through cor-

porate life, as it has in our schools, in military life, in family life,

and the like, it represents a pbencmenon not readily amenable to simple

critical analysis. The National Institute of rental Ferlth has recently

reirinded us that alcohol still ranks as the number one "chemical of abuse."'

Amphetamines, barbiturates, tranquilizers, stimulants, hallucinogens and



narcotics are now combining to corpete with alcohol for that dubious dis-

tinction. The most recent segment of society to feel the frontal assault

of drugs other than alcohol is business and industry.

To date, a number of studies have attempted to measure the extent

of drug abuse within the labor force. A study conducted by Kurtis (1970)

for the Research Institute of America and reported in a publication spon-

sored by the New York Chamber of Commerce, is entitled "Drug Abuse as a

Business Problem." The data from this study showed that, of 80 companies

surveyed in the New York area, 90 per cent reported incidence of drug abuse

on their premises, evidenced by increased absenteeism, poor work performance,

thefts, and higher insurance rates: the consequent co-gfsgnfb business run-

ning into the millions of dollars. Most companies stated that they expec-

ted to uncover ". . . three times as many drug abusers in their work force

by the end of 1970 compared to 1969, despite step-ups in screening procedures."

A study conducted by Chambers (1971) and published by the New York

State Narcotic Addiction Control Commission, is entitled "Differential Drug

Use Within the New York State Labor Force." The study found significant

rates of regular drug use ". . . in all occupational groups except farmers,

with sales workers 'quite consistently' reporting the highest rate of drug

use, particularly for barbiturates (12.3 per cent) and marijuana (8.6 per

cent) compared with statewide averages for all occupations of 2.0 per cent

and 3.5 per cent respectively."



Rush and Brown (1971) conducted a study published by the Conference

Board, an international, non-profit, fact-finding organization. Their

study covered 222 firms, 131 manufacturing and 91 non-manucacturing.

The findings indicated, among other things, that:

most companies have had limited or no experience in dealing
with drug abuse, but a majority believe that it is an in-
creasing phenomenon and will become a great problem for
business generally. More than half anticipate more ex-
tensive drug abuse problems with their organizations.

The authors also stated that 53 per cent of the 222 firms surveyed

said they had found drug abuse of some degree among their employees.

A 1972 study of Chicago Industry Drug Abuse and Alcoholism was con-

ducted by Clinical Eio -Tox Laboratories. Clinical Bio-fox surveyed a

variety of companies, ranging in size from 250 or fewer employees to those

with more than 1,000. Eighty-four of the respdndents were manufacturing

concerns, 26 were service industries, and 7 were miscellaneous firm.

Their survey discovered:

One third of the 117 Chicago-area companies responding have
discovered drug abuse at their plants. Of the 117 respon-
dents, 32 per cent notes significant increases in employee ab-
senteeism, 22 per cent noted increases in thefts, 21 per cent
noted increases in poor morale. When companies were asked if
these increases in employee problems were related to alcoholism
and drug abuse, only 3 out of 51 firms reporting increases
responded positively. Most companies seem to take a 'wait and
see' attitude, preferring to ignore the problem rather than get
involved in what might verge on union or legal problems.

A study conducted by Kemper Insurance (1972) comparing two com-

panies points out that the industrial chemical abuser is not a new



phenomenon. This research found that.drug "fashions" have shifted over the

last 20 years with drugs other than alcohol becoming more prevalent.

The level of interest in learning about the drug abuse problem is

reflected, in part, by attendance at a series of conferences conducted by

the American Management Association (AMA) in New York City. A briefing

session conducted by the AMA in November of 1970 was well attended (AMA,

1970). An expanded orientation seminar program drew 22 participants in

December of 1971 (AMA, 1971). However, similar efforts met with gross

under registration and had to be cancelled (AMA, June, 1972 and WA, Oct-

ober, 1972), Over 70,000 promotional pieces of literature were mailed out

around the nation and only 7 positive responses were noted. How these

events reflect upon drug incidence in business and irciustry is unknown.

A number of companies have chosen to have orientation seminars conducted

by experts take place on-the-job (Kemper Insurance, Equitable Life, Cat-

erpillar Tractor, and others) .

As co-chairman of the 19 71 AMA program, the senior author of this

study noted a lack of information concerning the other end of the drug

abuse spectrum in business and industry, that is, information derived from

drug users and former users. The efforts of the Training for Living In-

stitute to aid business firms in coping with this problem (Levy and Ram-

irez, 1971), prompted the author to seek more detailed information. In

a study entitled "A Study of Drug Related Criminal Behavior in Business

and Industry" (Levy, 1972), data was collected from 95 former addicts in

four different treatment programs who had simultaneously used drugs and



held down paying jots. Several findings were noted:

(1) Heroin addicts can work and hold down a wide variety cf jobs. Eighty-

seven subjects used heroin on the job and went virtually undetected. No

one in our study was fired for "drug use.' Jobs ranged from entry level

to middle management.

(2) The profile of the typical subject in the study was mole, a member

cf a minority group, in his early twenties, a high school graduate, with

a family or individual income of between $%5,000 and $10,000 annually, on

drugs for approximately six years, and who willingly entered (probably

with score external pressure) a voluntary drug-free rehabilitation program.

(3) There are four major categories of crimes committed by working addicts.

They are (a) possession of illegal drugs on the job, (b) the sale of these

drugs co ether employees, (c) theft of goods and materials and (d) theft

of cash and checks. Our sample indicates that working addicts restrict

their criminal behavior to crimes against pr.verty oppcsed to crimes

against persons.

(4) The working addict comes to business and industry primarily from the

academic drug scene (high school and college) and therefore brings his

drug use with him. Most of our subjects were using drugs prior to gainful

employment.

(5) Subjectsuere exceedingly clever and skilled et perpetrating crimes on-

the-job. Many instances were cited of addict-employees working in pairs

to steal from the company and fellow employees. For example, one worker

in a coat making factory placed coats in the garbage and picked them up

after hours.



In essence, it can be concluded that industrial drug abuse is a robust

and growing phenomenon. The corporate sector seems to be approaching this

dilemma with the same trepidations as experienced by the schools of our

nation. Responses range from total avoidance of the issue to meeting it

head on. Business and industry faces the issue of drug abuse in two dis-

tinct manners. First, there is the question of company policy and programs

to deal with the drug problem within the company. Secondly, there is the

issue of the employment of former addicts.

Goldenberg (1972), in his study of "Employment and Addiction-Perspect-

ives on Existing Business and Treatment Practices," surveyed over 100 em-

ployers in the Boston area (employee load ranging from under LO to over

500). He reports:

An overwhelming 98 per cent of all employers had not made any
effort to hire drug addicts (ex-addicts) or develop any type
of cooperative relationships with drug rehabilitation programs.
Finding that only 2 per cent of all employers initially con-
tacted has any contacts at all with (or access to) drug users
and drug programs raises the possibility that rather than seek-
ing to develop such contacts, employers appear to be actively
seeking to avoid such involvments and to guard against their
occurring by mistake or miscalculation.

He also found that less than 15% of greater Boston area drug pro-

grams made use of the "World of Work"* concept in their rehabilitation

efforts. Employers showed little inclination to employ or train people

with drug problems believing that they constitute bad business risks and

endanger a company's productivity.

It would be easy to make a blanket statement concerning the lack of

involvement of businesses in the New York area. The simple fact is that

* World of work applies to job training, occuraticnal counseling, and

job placement.



it is extremely difficult to obtain public evidence of positive efforts

in this area. For reasons having to do with corporate image and public

relations consciousness, most companies that are taking affirmative action

wish to do so without notoriety. Furthermore, treatment programs that

have achieved successful liaisons with businesses do not wish to share

their resources with other programs.

Condemnations of the business comunity simply disregard the needs

and perceptions of management. It is not reasoiable to assume that em-

ployers can be embarrF.ssed into providing jobs for ex-addirc on the basis

of social conscience. For those companies that do hire ex-addicts, the

primary considerations are successful rehabilitation and job-readiness.

Employers are always seeking skilled persons to complement their work

force, even in a depressed job market.

POSITIVE POLICIES

To harp upon the negative examples of disregard or discrimination

can become overworked and counterproductive. Many companies decide to

deal directly with this problem. One of the best examples is the Equit-

able Life Assurance Society of New York City.

On September 20, 1972, Leon 3. Warshaw, ?'.D., testified before the

Temporary State Commission tc Evaluate thr. Drug Laws. Dr. Warshaw made

public Equitable Life's efforts tc cope with the drug problem within their

company (Equitable Life, 1972). He stated:

The essence of a workable drug abuse program is the establishment
and dissemination of a clearly stated policy, well-defined



procedures fog implementing it, and a strong commitment to it
on the part c;' the company's top management.

Essential to Equitable's program is the fact that drug abuse is viewed

as a medical problem and oqly one of a host of emotional disabilities faced

by employees. Thus, drug users are given an option to pursue treatment

while their jobs are open for them. If the abuser can work satisfactorily,

he remains on the job while obtaining treatment from New York Medical Col-

lege or some other program. The rain index of value is on-the-job perform-

ance. Failure to comply with treatment or unsuccessful job performance

are grounds for dismissal.

Regarding the hiring of ex-addict employees Warshaw states:

In cop tacting treatment programs in and around the New York
City area as potential resources for referral of Equitable
employees with drug abuse problems, we have indicated our wil-
lingness to consider hiring graduates of their programs who
they feel are ready for employment. Our criteria are simple:
we require that the individual he interested in working for the
Equitable, that he have a reasonable capacity to perform the
kind of work he is seeking, that he be sufficiently motivated
to maintain an acceptable level of productivity and on-time
attendance, and that he maintain contact with the referring
agency for continuing treatment and follow-up. Great care is

taken to see that he is placed in a unit where he can show to
good advantage, and the Medical and Personnel Departments
offer whatever counseling and guidance might be appropriate.

The five key dimensions of Equitable's program are (1) Development

and indoctrination of the staff in the employees's health center in emer-

gency medical procedures for the treatment of apparent drug overdose.

(2) A general educational program about drugs and their abuse for all em-

ployees and a special program for some 1200 middle management employees

to acquaint them with company drug policy and procedures. (3) Improvement



of the current company programs for the rehabilitation of employees with

drug problems. Equitable is collaborvting with the Department of Psychia-

try at New York Medical College in a one year program to upgrade the capa-

bilities of staff in both personnel and medical departments for dealing

with the full spectrum of emotional and behavioral problems in which drug

abuse is included. (4) Expressed willingnessto work with community

agencies in hiring drug addicts whose rehabilitation had progressed to a

point of being employable. (5) Allocation of a significant proportion of

the funds available in the corporate support budget to national organiza-

tions attacking the drug problem.

A similar program is practiced by the Kemper Insurance :group in Chi-

cago. Under the direction of Lewis Presnall, Director of Rehabilitation

Services, the training of supervisory personnel has been a key factor in

the Kemper program. Presnall (1972) states:

It's a subtle, day-by-day job, but it has made them (managers)
more responsible and sensitive to problems on all fronts.
It's an excellent investment in management development.

Kemper has worked closely with the Illinois Drug Abuse Program which refers

ex-addicts when they are job ready.

As pointed out by the Kemper group in their comments on shifting

patterns of chemical abuse, alcohol abuse still ranks as the oldest and

most serious problem of chemical abuse in business and industry. American

Industry, in the main, has come to accept the alcoholic as a sick person

who can respond to treatment. For a variety of reasons, the drag abuser

has yet to be placed in a similar frame of reference by many companies.



Drugs other than alcohol represent differing fashions and tastes among the

young. Certainly for rally young people, and more older persons all the

time, marijuana is the drug of choice as compared with alcohol. There are

some excellent examples of positive action in dealing with alcohol abuse

in the corporate sector. One such example is the program conducted by

Dr. Nicholas Pace, Medical Director of the General Motors Corporatior in

New York City.

General Motors (GM) has been able to bring management and labor to-

gether to confront employee alcoholism. Mr. James M. Roche, Chairwan of

GM stated at a recent company meeting (GM, 1971):

I am here today to urge all of you, management and unions, to
join in taking steps, innovative ones in which all can share
a responsibility, to turn back the tide of alcoholism. Such

efforts can repay themselves in the reduction of lost time,
poor quality, employees behavior and many other respects.
More importantly, more rewarding for all who try to help,
they can repay themselves in the rehabilitation of human
abilities.

Dr. Pace has articulated the five basic steps of GM's program (GM,

1971): The first step is recognition, or how to acknowledge the problem in

terms of deteriorating job performance. The supervisor does not have to

make a medical diagnosis; he is taught to stay in his area of responsibility,

namely supervision and evaluation of job performance. Absenteeism, lateness,

errors, poor work performance, and interpersonal relations, are all perform-

ance criteria within his domain. The second step is documentation of the

problem over a restricted period of time by the supervisor. The third step

is a carefully staged confrontation by the ranking supervisor, department

head, personnel director and the union representative. At the confrontation
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the documentary evidence of deteriorating job performance is presented to

the employee and he is giver an ultimatum, -- either tale action to correct

his problem or be discharged from his job. He is advised that the first

step toward corrective action is to see the company doctor and that manage-

ment will abide by whatever the company doctor suggests. i't the confronta-

tion a crisis is produced, and the employee realizes that his job is now

in jeopardy, and he becomes motivated to take corrective action to save his

job. This is that is meant by using the job and the threat of job loss as

the carrot and the stick, or as a lever to get the patient into therapy.

One should remember that the untreated alcoholic rarely realizes he has

this disease, but he can gain awareness when his job is threatened.

With the employee facing the threat of job loss, the company doctor

now is in a position to get the employee into a treatment program that he

will follow. In the severe cases this usually means arranging fcr the pa-

tient to go into a hospital for detoxification, and treatment for a ueek.

This is a four week stay at an Alcoholics Anonymous type of rehabilitation

hospital where group therapy counseling, rest, and good nutrition can be

obtained. The employee undergoing treatment knows that at Ceneral Motors

his job is waiting for him and that he will have another chance to make

good.*

*A brochure describing a cooperative labor-management approach to employee
alcoholism programs is available from the National Council on Alcoholism
(1971).



GM's alcoholism progran can certainly he applied to the nor- alcohol

drug abuser as well. Employers and unions will find that the drug problem

is more complicated and in many ways more subtle than is alcoholism. This

is due, in part, tc the wide variety of chemical substances that arc used

and abused.

It is essential to ask the question, "Why should employers want to

hire ex-addicts?" There are a number of answers to this question, ranging

from pragmatism to social consciousness. Many of the rehabilitation pro-

grams go beyond the treatment of the symptoms of drug addiction, They

treat the underlying causes, and in so doing have a strong impact upon the

formation or re-establishment of healthy attitudes and values. In many

instances the value orientation anA goal seeking behavior of the reformed

addict may excel that of the average citizen, Treatment settings provide

a learning experience that can forge a serse of self confidence and a posi-

tive outlook that can make a client a desirable employee. Most reformed

addicts are quite anxious to secure good jobs and are willing to work

quite hard to secure such employment permanently.

Business personnel are hard put to label accurately the drug problem

in their firms. The ex-addict employee brings a keen knowledge regarding

the drug scene to the work setting which can aid the employer in taking the

'drug pulse" of his firm. This does not imply the use of the ex-addict

employee as an undercover agent, but rather as someone who can give informed

feedback and help both the employer and the employees who may have a drug-

related problem. This kind of activity accrues to the benefit of all parties:
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the ex-addict, the troubled employee, and the employer.

While there are many clients in treatment who need much educational

support and occupational skills training, thole are Ilse quite a few uho

arc already skilled and ale reaey to go into a job immediately after treat-

ment. Thus, a genuine manpower pool of talented corkers from many trades

and professions already exists in treatment commonitirs.

It is hypocritical for employers to complain bitterly about the we:

sening drug scene and then to refuse to hire the ex-addict. Civen success-

ful rehabilitation and cork readiness, there is no excuse, e:tcept uninformed

prejudice, for barring the ex-addict from employment. There is a paucity

cf data from employers that can lead them to state that thc ex-addict 15

a greater risk than any other new employee. A drug history that is known

(i.e., someone who has completed treatment) places the ex-addict in the

position of being less of a risk than the unknon drug history of new wor-

kers who may be addicted.

In fact, Howard Samuels (1972), reporting the employ,nt cf ex-

addicts in Off Track Betting parlors, states that the parlor maned cx-

addicts fared as well and sometimes better than ether parlors. The index

of performance was base) upon shortages, cost per bet, employee prowtions,

and other functional data It must be kept in mind that these men worked

together in a work setting of mutual supk'rt. The Vera rep'rt state:,.

It is also of interest to note that in addition to employmen',
there were other changes in t'e lives of the OTB employees,
Four of the men have married since they we--e hired, and seven
have moved to better living quarters (including the four who



were married). Some of the employees are furthering their

education. Three have taken high school equivalency exams:
two have passed, and one is awaiting the results. One of the

men who has been promoted is now attending college.

On the individual level, the OTB office has attained its goal.
An environment has teen created in which 21 ex-addicts have

been able to work effectively. Of this group, two have been
promoted to supervisory positions and 17 others have been

deemed qualified fcr promotion.

There are those who are critical of the Vera-OTB project because they

feel that the work support setting reinforces the concept of the "perpetual

ex-addict" not capable of working with "normal people." The work support

situation is certainly one valid method of post-treatment employment and

should be used, where indicated, for both personal support and work pro-

ductivity (it can be viewed as a re-entry setting). Other Vera projects

include a street cleaning organization (Wildcat Services) and a messenger

service (Pioneer Messenger Service). Here, it is significant to be noted

that the complaint of many treatment workers has been that such work is

beneath the dignity of many former addicts. This of course is a matter of

personal values. The important factor is that the individual employee feels

that the job gives him a sense of personal dignity and integrity.

The Vera Institute of Justice has recently been awarded a $928,386

grant by the National Institute of Mental Health to expand the work support

program for ex-addicts and methadone maintenance patients. Clients will be

provided with group employment in highly structured, supervised settings.

The project aims at teaching on-the-job skills, and techniques for handling

personal relations and stress. This grant will serve approximately 300 cli-

ents in its first year.



C. THE INTERFACE BETWEEN TREATMENT AND EMPLOYMENT

Standing between the treatment programs and employment are the oc-

cupational training programs. Recent estimates by the federal government

indicate that occupational training programs in the last year have caused

a one half of one percent drop in the national unemployment rate.* If

monies in the coming year are granted only to training organizations with

a good track record the impact could be even greater. The Special Action

Office for Drug Abuse Prevention is looking 4.1-tc the underwriting of oc-

cupational training as an adjunct to drug treatment. The media reports a

general nervousness concerning the fate of training money with the announce-

ment of massive budget cuts to he made by the Administration in Washington.

There will be resistance to such cuts because, very importantly, the present

budget allows many federal legislators to bring training resources to their

constituents. At this point the future of government support of occupational

training for all persons remains a question mark.

Some treatment programs '.:ave already developed or are beginning to de-

velop occupational training components. In addition to skills training,

some of the centers are hiring job developers to create liaisons with busi-

ness firms. ?any of the larger companies operate their own training programs

for new employees, eliminating the need for an intermediary training

organization.

* Source: Time Magazine, December, 1972.



At present a meeting cf minds and services between treatment agencies

and employers is still to be established. Some of the examples cited in

the last section provide solid contact points for a meaningful interface.

What is sorely missing is a coordinated and cooperative effort for estab-

lishing liaisons. Goldenberg (1972) states in analysis of employment and

addiction:

There are no existing models which one can use as a meaningful
point of departure for significant innovations or meaningful
new directions. This being the case, we must look elsewhere --
to models developed in areas that are both distinct from, yet
related to, the problems that characterize the drug phenomenon.
For better or worse, that area is the "War on Poverty."

Goldenberg reviews five potential models and discuFses their implications.

These, are: (1) The National Alliance of Businessmen Model, (2) Providing

Prug Programs with Manpower Resources, (3) Communication and Coordination

of Existing Resources, (4) Experimentation and Demonstration Project:

Management 1- articipation and Drug Re-Education, and (5) The World of Work

and Department of Labor Leadership. As stated in the quote above, he dis-

missed each of these models with only brief rationales for the projected

success or failure of each.

The Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention (SAODAP) he; con-

structed an experimental design to evaluate approaches to the employmbnt

of ex-drug users. The design is spelled out in a document entitled "Jobs

for Drug Abuse Treatment Program Clients - Experimental Design" (SAODAP,

1972).



SAODAP has developed a demonstration project to test the

efficiency of various approaches to obtaining jobs for former
drug abusers. The demonstration will be conducted in six
cities and will utilize professional job developers to obtain
jobs for treatment program clients. In addition, in three of
the cities, cash subsidies will he available to participating
employers.

Results in the three subsidy cities can be ccmpared with re-
sults in the other three cities to assess the effects of the
subsidies. In addition, in al1 cities the clients who partici-
pate in the demonstration program will be matched with a control
group of clients who receive only the regular job placement ser-
vices provided by treatment programs. Therefore, the effects of
the professional job developers can also be assessed.

The demonstration program will be implemented through three
groups, each working in two cities (one with professional job
developers only and ancther with subsidies as well). These
thre l. groups are: (1) a federal agency, (2) a community
base&tvining/job development corporation, and (3) an organi-
zation, prOably profit-making, selected through a competitive
bidding process. Implementation of the demonstration project
through three groups will enable the effectiveness of these
approaches to be assessed. If the demonstraticn is successful,
the program can be expanded, using the most effective of the
tested mechanisms.

The entire demonstration project will be evaluated through an
independent contract. This evaluation will assess: (a) the

effectiveness of the job development demonstration project, by
comparing participants in the project with a control group of
non-participants, (b) differences in effectiveness between
subsidy and non-subsidy cities, and (c) the relative effective-
ness of the three groups implementing the dt mstration project.

There are several criticisms that can be leveled at this design. It

seeks to examine too many variables simultaneously, particularly for its

data base. When caseloads are achieved, 90 clients and 90 controls per

city will be in the system at the end of the first year, and no more than

30 clients in each city will have been on the job over six months. City

to city comparisons will be confounded by differing job markets and in-

dustrial profiles. There is no way to examine the contributing effects



of different treatment modalities either within or between cities. It

will be hard to detect the influence of subsidies on such factors as

promotien and job performance (either good or had), The design may ap-

proximate a good statistical model but literal interpretation of results

will be difficult, given the multiple levels and interactions between

levels.

It appears that some companies are practicing outright discrimination

with regard to ex-addicts. In some cases, existing laws and codes permit

such practices. Groups, such as the Methadone coalition for Equal Oppor-

tunity, with the aid of State Legislators, are actively working for legis-

lative changes that will remove any discriminatory laws from the books.

There is much work to be done in this important problem area.

D. CONCLUSIONS

Our research into the problem has lee the outliers to be cautiously

optimistic about the establishment of models for an interface between edu-

cation, employment and treatment. An approach that genuinely takes into

consideration the expressed needs of both the world of work and treatment

can succeec'. The implementation of any model should proceed slowly but

deliberately from the outset. No one can claim to immediately serve all

the 14,000 former drug abusers presently seeking to continue their educa-

tions or seeking to obtain work (or both). A direct relationship between

a treatment program and a school or employer seems to be the ideal. How-

ever, assurances for both parties can be established by an intermediary

service organization sensitive to the reality problems of employers,



treatment workers, and clients. The concept of the ombudsman is gaining

increasing recognition as a genuine bric:ge between factions that are often

at odds with one another. An independent operation that has an extremely

pragmatic orientation toward a mutual advocacy endeavor is what is being

proposed here as a result of the study of the problem.

We believe that an independent service organization, preferably a

private, nonprofit entity, operating apart from government, treatment pro-

grams, education, and employment settings can succeed in providing mutually

acceptable and supportive services. While such a model would have to depend

upon its funding from both government and the private sector, it would not

be controlled by either. A number of government agencies which are directly

concerned with addiction have voiced their support for occupational and edu-

cational programs but have decided that implementation should be left to

non-governmental agencies. Political considerations may change this orien-

tation, but the present climate permits implementation of an ombudsman

type model.

The remainder cf this study will be devoted to an explication of two

models. The first is a model for an occupational and educational informa-

tion referral service for treatment programs in New York City. The second

model is for an employment service to serve clients of treatment programs

and employers in New York City. While the intent was not to propose mul-

tiple models, research has led to the development of two models. As models,

they are expected to be analyzed and criticized. They represent one specific
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type of approach to the problem. As presently constituted, the models are

an amalgamation of rany different inputs and ideas drawn from a wide variety

of actual approaches and opinions on the subject.

The underlying purpose of the study is that these models can be util-

ized by persons concerned with ex-addict employment and education as a

point of common discussion and as a rallying point for affirmative action.

A strong bias in the development of the models has been a genuine concern

for the client and the realization of his hopes and aspirations for a full

life of work and study beyond the completion of treatr'ent.



IV. A MODEL FOR OCCUPATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL INFORVATION REFERRAL
SFPVICE

IF treatment programs are to make occupational training and educational

opportunities available to their clients, the most important step is the

provision of accurate and up-to-date information on the availability of

these opportunities. Furthermore, clients must initially knew whether their

addiction or criminal history will act as liabilities in affording them such

opportunities.

Many training organizations are not able or willing tr place ex-addict

clients, even if they are willing to train them. Interviews with governmen-

tal and private training organizations revealed the fact that the ex-addict's

criminal and drug history make them exceptionally difficult to place. Vari-

ous lays prevent certain career openings and training agencies are not always

aware of these barriers to employment.

At present, no centralized source of occupational and educational in-

formation, which is updated on a regular basis and geared toward the former

drug abuser, exists. Another purpose in establishing such an information

bank is to provide clients and treatment programs with up-to-date data.

It is then the responsibility of that treatment program to make application

to the training program in question. There are very fey existing training

services that give direct feedback to treatment agencies.

An information referral counselor will be employed in the model to

help interpret information and to advise treatment programs on how to ap-

proach academic and vocational schools on behalf of their clients. In



order to avoid duplicating other existing services, he will, wherever possible,

coordinate his information with any similar existing services (e.g., Voca-

tional Foundation, Inc. or College Advisory Service). The information re-

ferral counselor will glean opportunities from existing services that the

ex-addict can utilize. Ee will be available to treatment staff to inform

them, in depth, of current opportunities. Information will be stored in

the computer bank on the basis of services available, charges -- if any,

scholarship availability, quotas, potential discrimination against former

addicts, courses of study, requirements for application, and the like. The

information officer will also be available to advise educational and occu-

pational staff of treatment programs on how to integrate their in-treatment

program components with post-treatment programs. The emphasis here is on

relevant preparation for work training and the pursuit of further academic

studies.

The criteria for acceptance of individual clients all be decided by

.the schools and training institutions. Individuals and institutions vary

too greatly to relate to a centralized set of standards for admission.

The data bank will include only those occupational training resources

which are known to have placement components. Sending a former addict for

training in a skill that is not employable is like sending him back to the

street. It is this type of behavior that has led many treatment workers

to complain of "funding for failure." If a training agency cannot place a

client, then the skills they teach must match the kind of jobs available

through the second proposed model for employment services. The essential



feature is the direct marketability of skills preparation. One of the major

problems faced by former addicts is the fact that they must earn a living

immediately after they have completed treatment. Therefore, it is conceiv-

able that the employment model may help to provide a client with tenporary

employment while he receives training at another agency. To do so the

client must meet the criteria for acceptance in the employment service which

will be discussed in the next section.

The occupation and educational information referral service (OEIRS)

will provide a weekly read-out from the computer. New data or changes in

data will be placed in the information bank on a regular basis. In addi-

tion to the data entered in the computer, the service will acquire, wher-

ever possible, multiple copies of brochures and promotional materials from

educational institutions. CEIRS staff will send its information to a spe-

cific contact person at each treatment center. Initially inforvation will

be sent to all eligible programs. Thereafter,'information will only be

sent to those programs that request it.

In addition to weekly computer readouts, an OEIRS newsletter will he

established. The newsletter will contain current news of grants, projects,

and projected plans in fields of formal educational and occupational train-

ing. The newsletter will also act as a source of references for such infor-

mation as the opening of new educational career programs, training opportu-

nities, data available from other sources (i.e., New Careers Development

Center at New York University), and the like.



OEIPS staff will be combing information on a regular basis seeking out

new opportunities. Studies at TFL have already acquainted the authors with

a number of educational opportunities. Included among these opportunities

are Boards of Cooperative Fducational Services, University Without Walls,

Empire State College, community colleges, tvo year technical training s(:ools,

Free Learning Fxchauge, Adult Learning Centers, Small College Program affili-

ated with Brooklyn College, and many others. There is a new movement in

education tc give credit for life experience, for independent study, and

special work study programs. These newer programs are especially important

to the students who must work. Special emphasis will he placed On learning

about educational opportunities which are directly related to the world of

work. As pointed out in the rerarks of the CBS broadcast, (noted on page 12)

a bachelor's degree is not necessarily adequate preparation fcr related em-

ployment.

Envisioled is a line for an education developer who will make direct

contacts with institutions of learning and training. The education deve-

loper will seek out sources of education and training and will closely

scrutinize any disabilities ascribed to former drug abusers which may bar

them from, such studies. If any education of training program-- are found

to screen out former drug abusers, ex-felons and the like, efforts will be

made to explore the potential for removal of such biases. Recalcitrant

agencies will be removed from the list of recommended agencies.

The OEIRS model is an intermediary information service between the

treatment programs and the education and training agencies. As such,



OEIRS does not seek to intervene in treatment in to A. dictating phil-

osophy or methodology. Instead, OEIPS car be an adjunct to already existing

treatment services to help them with either in-patierts er out-patients,

depending cn their needs. It can offer learning institutions a central

place in Oda to make their services known to a treatment and post-treat-

ment population "hose numbers arc considerable and continuously increasing.

It can also provide treatment programs with a listing of organizations and

schools which can help then: to complete the full cycle of rehabilitation.

In addition, OEIRS can serve as e potentially valuable management tool for

program planning and modification by treatment staff. It is possible, fur-

thermore, that OEIRS can act as a catalyst in bringing treatment and educa-

tion or training agencies together to articulate direct services (e.g., the

articulation program between Topic }louse and Nassau Community College, l96P).

While the basic OEIRS program will he made available to programs, ap-

plicant individuals may also make use of the service. They will need a

letter of certification from their treatment programs to be able to qualify.

It is important to re- emphasize that present existing training services

will not Fe duplicated. OEIRS staff will comb existing services for pro-

grams and opportunities directly relevant to the needs of ex-addict clients.

The model seeks to create an interface between treatment programs and edu-

cational and occupational training organizations.



V. P MODEL FOR AN EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Individual treatment programs have been forced, because of the

absence of any centralized enployment service for ex-addicts, to fend for

themselves in the area of client placement. Some programs have evolved

excellent contacts with business and industry, while others have sought in

vain to place people. It is not the intent of this model to try to supplant

direct relaienships between treatment agencies and business firms. In fact,

support would be given to encourage the development of direct links between

the two.

There are six major reasons for the conceptual development of a centra-

lized employment service for 'x- addicts: (1) to provide job opportunities

for persons who because of their past drug association are not accepted in

the main stream placement agencies, (2) to open up new job opportunities

wherever possible in areas formerly closed to drug abusers, (Z) to certify

the work readiness of the ex-addict manpower pool who use our service,

(4) to track the relany,. -rogress of those who are placed,

so that evidence may be gn Nn:ng more employment opportunities

for the clients, (5) to close the infc,mation and credibility gap between

treatment and employment, and (6) to provide orientation services to both

treatment programs and employers.

The criteria for use of the employment service is certification of the

treatment program by NACC and/or ASA. The criteria for participation by

employers is a clear statement of required job skills (arc the availability

of job training) and a policy for absorption of the "ex-addict" into the
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world of work as an erplcyee in full standing. Individual applicants will

be required to produce a letter of certification and vecommendatien from

their treatment program attesting to the completion of t-eatment and their

werl. readiness, required ,formation from the client inc; hi rogram will

be of the same nature as Ary potential employee would tie asked to subrit

to ar. employer. The center will require inform.,tic) on skills readiness

(past job experience, academic performance level, ane the like). The em-

ployment center till work closely with treatment progran.., establish

criteria to determine work readiness. Ftringe't screening during the

first year is necessary to insure the future credibility of the r.nt.,r's

certification for work readiness.

After the client or treatment program contacts the center, the fol-

lowing sequence of events are projected in the Irodel:

A. PRE-EMPLOYPENT SUEENA'W

The client will meet with a center employment counselor. Counselor

and client will review the client's personal backgroT.d, including work

experience, education, criminal history and the like This fnterview will

also include a review of the educational or occupati nal preparation which

took place as part of the client's treatment regimen. If it is felt that

a measurement of intellectual or occupational skills is indicated, then

the client hill be referred to an outside testing servi-...e. Clients will

also be referred for rerediation in the cog ,tive skills or nth and

reading. In addition to a discussiou of job skills, attitudinal preparation

will also be carefully reviewed. The client's attitudes toward .:he world



of work in general, his work related habits, his understanding of job stress

and related matters, must 1.c carefully considered. Depending on the treat-

ment and employment background of the individual, he may be referred for

further pre-employment readiness training (described below) or, he will be

sent immediately for placement (all other things being equal).

B. PRE-EMPLOYMENT READINESS TRAINING

There are two types of training to be considered. If the client does

not have specific skills which qualify him for a job in his area of inter-

est, thee, occupational skills training will be indicated. Clients will

be referred to the training settings listed in the OEIRS data bank. If

the available training data dces not carry a stipend, then the employment

data bank will be checked for either temporary work or jobs that do not

require sophisticated skills. This will be done in an effort to underwrite

the necessary living expenses of the client during the learning period.

Another option would include training slots offered directly by firms as

on-the-job training where trainees receive an income from the company.

The second aspect of pre-employment readiness, no less important than

specific skills, is the client's knowledge of and attitude toward the world

of work. It is hoped that most treatment programs will adequately prepare

their clients in this area. However, with the tremendous program-to-pro-

gram variations in New York City, many clients may need to attend the em-

ployment center's readiness training program. The client and the counselor

will establish the client's areas of weakness, and a curriculum will be

designed to meet his needs.



The collective experience of many treatment progrars it New York City

has demonstrated the need for further work-readiness training during the

re-entry period from treatment into: the world of work.

The work readiness training conducted directly by the center's staff

will include workshops in such areas as: (1) interpersonal relations with

superiors and peers, (2) dealing with stress, (3) basic fiscal manage-

ment such as checking and savings accounting, investrent, fringe benefits,

insurance, and the lile, (4) competition, promotion and advancement,

fair are. unfair labor practices, (5) work habits including sessions on

punctuality, division of labor, allocation of time, hygiene and dress,

short and long range goals, dealing with emergency priorities, and the

like, (F) handling the ouestior cf who, if anyone, to tell about one's

drug history, (7) choosing the right job, (8) preparatior of resumes and

how to handle the job interview, (9) career planning, and additional work-

shops as the special needs of the ex-addict become apparent.

At the save time that the client is attending these workshops, he will

be meeting with e job counselor to explore his reactions and adjustment to

the training curriculum. Workshops will utilize lecture formats (with

guest speakers), role playing techniques, client peer rap sessions, and

ether educational methods. Once the counselor and the client feel that the

client is ready, he will then move into the employment placement phase cf

the service.



C. EMPLOVIENT PLACEMENT

The most important aspect of employment placement is the opening of

job opportunities for the center's clients. Therefore, the center will

employ a full-time job developer, drawn from the ranks of business and

industry, whose time will he spent in opening deers to employment. The

jot developer must be a person who is comfortable with corporate managers

and simultaneously able to promote the hopes and aspirations of the center's

clients.

After studying the range of skills available in the centers man-

power pool, he can seek to promote openings in firms which match the skills

available. Conversely, clients will be sought whose skills match the jobs

offered by employers. Such information will also be made available to

treatment programs as an aid to promoting relevant occupational preparation

within the treatment phase. The job developer will send the resume of

clients to prospective employers, in an effort to promote immediate open-

ings for work-ready individuals.

The employment center fill have listings of job openings, including

on-the-job training openings, which will be updated on a regular basis.

Client skills and employer requisites will be matched to specific job in-

terests. The counselor will contact a firm to verify the opening and will

then give the client the specific referral. After verification of the

opening, the client will then contact the firm to schedule an interview.

It is hoped that, in most cases, there will be a personal contact between



the job developer and the business firm. This will anew the center to send

the prospective employee with a feeling of realistic optimism. It will also

reassure the prospective employer that the persons whom the center recommends

are genuinely work-ready. The center car certify, via the treatment program's

recommendation, and the center itself can certify that the prospective em-

ployee has the skills called for in the job description. No one can certify

that the client will never use drugs again. The risk the employer is asked

to take is the same risk he would take for any other employee.

The uniqueness of the employment center is that it serves only an ex-

addict population. Therefore, potential employers will have to know that

the prospective employee is a former drug user. Employment screening usu-

ally entails a physical examination. Such a physical could show up positive

urines for methadone, so all methadone maintenance patients will have to

certify their participation in their maintenance program. Physical exams

can also turn up old needle tracks which might alarm the physician.

Center staff will be available to counsel business firms in how to deal

with this type of confidential irfo-rmation. In most cases the center would

advise that as few persons as possible in the company know the new employee's

drug or treatment history. This should be privileged information to be

revealed only by the client. However, realistically speaking, someone in

the company, usually the personnel department, will have to have access to

this information. The personnel department would be advised to let the

medical section know; whether or not the new employee's supervisor should

know is a matter for careful discussion by the firm and the client.



In work support situations, supervisors will have to he aware of the nature

of this unique group. However, the same reasoning does not necessarily hold

true for individual employees. Each case will be dealt with individually.

In many instances the employment center will have no say in matters con-

cerning internal company decisions.

If a client goes for an interview but is nct placed in a job, he can

return to the center for an analysis of why he failed to get the job.

Additional placement, return to the pre-employment training phase, or if

necessary, referral back to treatment may be recommended. The job counselor

will contact the employer to ascertain from the company's point of view why

the client uas not placed. In some cases additional counseling by center

staff nay be required. Multiple rejections of various clients by a company

may necessitate dropping the firm. This would be done by the job developer

after discussion with the employer.

C. TRACKING

Tracking refers to the follow-up of clients as they move into gainful

employment. At present very little data exists on employment outcomes for

ex-addicts as a group. In fact, public information or treatment outcomes

is not readily available. Anecdotal testimonies freely abound, but business-

men are usually interested in hard data. Therefore, follow-up and tracking

of clients, both within the proposed service and into actual employment, is

essential tc the development of a solid body of information. Each time an

ex-addict fails at his job or relapses into drug abuse and/or criminality,

it hurts the chances of every other ex-addict seeking employment. The
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documentation of positive experiences must be juxtaposed to instances of

failure. If for example, ten per cent of the center's clients relapsed

in terms of drug use or failed on the job, the center could compare this

figure to the ninety per cent who are doing well. By compiling data the

center can issue quarterly reports (with all identities treated with com-

plete confidentiality) on the status of the ex-addict workers. This data

can be compared with data drawn from general working population statistics

issued by the Department of Labor and other sources.

Tracking will be accomplished Ly having the client and the employer

agree to a follow-up period of twelve months after placement in a job.

The center's director of research will track the client through meetings

with the client and by speaking with a representative of the client's em-

ployer. While clients may initially object to tracking the center's staff

can explain that by allowing the center to track him, he will aid in cre-

ating a stronger case for the employment of other ex-addicts. Each client

must agree to participate in tracking in order to receive the services of

the center. Each individual's records are essential to proving to business

and industry that "hiring the ex-addict is good business." fter all, the

ex-addict rust compete with all other special categories of individuals

seeking employment in a presently depressed job market. The quid pro quo

is simple:, the center provides the client with job counseling and place-

ment, and he reciprocates with participation in the tracking program.

Internal tracking will allow the analysis of the center's activities

in a variety of ways. The benefits of internal tracking are: tabulation



of the progrars whose graduates fare well in the job market, categorization

of skills and jobs that emerge as time goes on, determinaticn of which

counselors are having the greatest success with clients. The afcrementioned

can distinguish certain dercgraphic variables on clients, etc. The mere

that is known about the internal workings of the center, the better it can

serve treatment programs, the business community, and clients.

E. CLIENT COUNSFLING

The arount and type of personal support needed by ex-addicts in moving

fret.- treatment to the world of work varies greatly among individual clients.

As a rule, the stronger the re-entry phase of a client's rehabilitation,

the less post-treatment support he should need in the work setting: It is

important to keep in mind the principle of individual differences as defined

in psychology and human relations. It would be grossly unfair to lup all

former addicts together as if they represented a genuinely unique group.

Fortier addicts are only unique in that they have shared a common background

of drug abuse and criminality. Client similarities, more often than not,

are construed by treatment philosophy rather than actual point in fact.

In the development of the models, the positicn was taken that the rehabili-

tated addict is not a "disabled" or "disadvantaged" person in any uniquely

personal sense. The disability of the ex-addict lies either in his past

drug history, criminal behavior, or in his future as affected by employer

bias or stereotyped public attitudes. The working assumption was that the

ex-addict as ar erployee is no different from the general working popula-

tion and may even be above average in his motivation toward vocational



accomplishment.

Almost all employers consider new employees as being in a probationary

period, usually from one to six months on the job. It is felt that the ex-

addict employee should be given the same probationary status as other new

employe,-. The major concern is that the ex-addict employee's work will

net be evaluated by the same criteria used for all employees. It is

feared that sore employers will keep a special watch on center clients.

Wherever possible, this will be dealt with from the outset by the job

developer's initial negotiations with employers.

Whatever the setting achieved, it is anticipated that some clients

will require counseling once they are on the job. Wherever company coun-

selors are available, they should he utilized. Many large firms have

counseling departments to deal with employee difficulties. But, for those

companies that do not counsel employees, the center can provide counseling

services for those clients placed.

It has been suggested that clients experiencing trouble on their jobs

could return to their treatment programs for counseling. In most instances,

this is not a realistic suggestion. Any behavioral event which would re-

quire a client to "return to treatment" would seem like regression to the

client. Therefore, it is felt that the employment center should provide

counseling to those who wish it. This can be viewed as an intermediary

step, more desirable than returning to a treatment setting for help.

Counseling can be done by pre-arrangement with the client and/or employer,

or can be available on a crisis or walk-in basis for emergency situations.



If it felt that a client is not using the resources available in the

company, the center will inform the client and encourage him to work out

the particular problem, wherever possible, in the work setting. An em-

ployer could consult either the center or the client's treatment program,

prior to taking any action. it is difficult to project this situation

for most companies. Certairly the center would be available to aid em-

ployers in making such decisions.

Counseling to be provided for clients on-the-job will be :Rork related

in nature. If the client returns to the center seeking counseling cn per-

sonal problems which are not work related, then he or she will be referred

for either professional help or back to the treatment program. The center

will keep a file of qualified counselors and therapists for those who wish

to make use of such services.

F. ORIENTATION AND TRAINING SERVICES

The staff of the center will be at the disposal of both treatment

agencies and business firms for orientation and training services. The job

developer will offer these services to companies which provide job openings.

Similar services will also he available on a limited basis to firms not im-

mediately offering jobs. Staff will conduct orientation programs for man-

agement and labor personnel to introduce them to the drug scene, the process

of rehabilitation, and the relationship between treatment and work. Orien-

, tation programs can be conducted in both large and small groups and can he

brief or detailed depending upon the needs of the company. It is the in-

tent to close the information gap and to attack directly many of the myths



concerning the drug problem. These programs will he conducted within the

company and reed not be given public nctoriety.

For those companies that wish it, in-depth attitudinal and human

relations stills training programs will be available, primarily for super-

visory personnel (either management cr labor). These training programs

will be conducted by center staff am consultants to the center. The train-

ing will not be restricted to "drug abuse" but will fccus on management

skills, organizational development, and interpersonal relations. One of

the failures of the training encountered in the "hard-core unemployed" was

the lack of preparation of supervisors tc receive trainees into the ver.

setting. fly offering training programs designed for management personnel,

the center can help to bridge the gap between the employer and the em-

ployee. Ps mentioned in the Kemper project, this type of management train-

ing carries with it many fringe benefits for company employees. If desired,

company 4ponnel can be trained tc rount drug related programs following

the GM and Equitable models, cr similar models suited to the company in

question.

Orientation and training services will also be made available to the

various treatment programs. Center staff in consultants will be able to

conduct orientation programs for treatment staff and residents on various

aspects of vocational and educational preparation. This would range from

a general introduction to the world of work and education to specific theme-

centered seminars. Volunteer speakers could run seminars on various types

of employment and educational pursuits. The center can act as a coordinating



body for the setting up of such seminars, dral,ing upon experts from business

and education. Center staff can also advise treatment workers on establish-

ing internal programs for work ane study. Training programs to to .ch spe-

cific skills to job developers and educatcirs employed by treatment programs

can also be trade available.

The center can act as a middle an in bringing business, education,

and treatment personnel together for an exchange of information and the

formation of special projects. Wherever possible, thy center will strive

to help treatment agencies and employers ane educators to develop direct

relationships with one another.

G. ANCILLARY AN!? CONTRACTED SERVICES

As rentioned above, certain services will not he conducted directly

by the OFIRS or employment center. Educational and occupational skills

aptitude testing will be contracted to organizations already providing

theSe services. If remediation in basic skills such as language arts or

mathematics is needed, clients will be referred to educational institu-

tions which render these services. For clients seeking any form of non-

work related psychotherapy, several options are available: the client can

return to his treatment program, seek help from a private source, or he

given a referral by center staff members to the proper service or organiza-

tion. Clients in need of occupational training will he referred by center

staff to appropriate training organizations.



Vcricus college advisory services arc available to clients wishing to

further their education. In scne case:, sub-contracts uill be negctiatee

with service organi:ationsuhich provide a valuable service but charge a fee

(It must be Pert in rind that center client:- have very limited financial

reseurces). In seeking a skills matching format for the center's computer

operation, we will seek already existing programs which are in the public

domain. (See section or the computer system for our mcdel).

One of the mest important aspects of the proposed services is the

generation of an appropriate public image. To achieve this, a puhlic

relations firm will be hired to stork closely with the center's executive

staff. Any image achieved must rely on a frark approach to the realities

of the treatment programs, the clients, and the world of educaticn and work.

The promulgation of information concerning the services of the center and

the merits cf the clients must be done professionally and honestly. The

public relations firm must come up with a public information program

geared toward clients, treatment agencies, employers and educators -- no

easy tash. The model does not envision a slick package which attempts to

oversell the "ex-addict." The primary emphasis must be on the skills an

talents of the clients. The idea that must be "sold" is a competent ane

talentel manpower resource pool which is available to business and industry,

ane which is derived from professionally competent treatment progrars. roost

importantly, the center's ability to certify work- readiness must be under-

scored.



At the conclusion of the first year of operation, the center will seek

a thorough evaluation of its services from a neutral third party research

organization. Independent evaluation can aid in supplying valuable feed-

back to the center's director and staff. The center will seek to tale

advantage of all existing services which can meet its needs. For example,

organizations, like the Vocational Foundation, Inc., offer their referral

services, free of charge, to all who are seeking vocational training.

The center will not conduct urine or other chemical analyses on clients.

If prospective employer wishes to do so, it is his right. Behavioral

symptoms of drug abuse will be noted by center staff. It is felt that medi-

cal screening is not a suitable practice for an intermediary agency of the

type proposed. The center can refer clients in need of medical services

to physicians or clinics.

H. BOARD OF CIRFCTORS/ADVISORS

A professional Board of Directors and Advisors for the combined OEIRS

are employment service agency has been envisioned. The members of this

Board will be drawn from the worlds of work, education, treatment and

other organizations that have a direct involveient in ex-addict employment

an education. The critical element is the appointment of a Board whose

members are interested in the provision of quality services and not moti-

vated by power or status. The Board members will be selected by the con-

sortium of agencies who come together to seok funding and to implement the

model or a variation of the model proposed here. The role of the Board

would be to actively advise the executive staff of the proposed employment

center.
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It is believed that balanced representation fror the erTioymenz, edu-

cational and treatment sectors will accrue to the benefit of all concerned.

One of the major roles of the Board members wi:1 be to aid the center staff

in making important contacts for educational and occupational opportunities

Therefore, they are part of the public relations team whi-h must bring the

veil, of the cen.er to the attention of relevant individuals art! organiza-

tions. The center vill issue quarterly reports to the Board. These reports

uill be formal in nature and Mill include both quantitative and qualitative

information. The monthly meetings will be utili?ed as a feedback system

in loth a formal and informal manner.
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VI. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTE!' SYSTEM

The large amount of relevant data corcerning treatment prograIs, indi-

vidual clients, educational and occupational opportunities nrd employer

opportunities uould render a manual data handling system slow and cumbersome,

Therefore, an electronic data proc . ;ing system is called for because of

its time and cost saving capabilities.

The following are suggestions for a computer based system that would

service the needs of an agency uhos:-.. function is the referral of clients

for occupational training and formal education and employment placement.

A master client file would be set up for each client who is accepted

by the Service. This file would contain pertinent data, as described

below, to help carry out the various furctions of the Service. The file

would be used for the matching of skills, experience and educational re-

quirements, tracking of an individual both within the Service itself and

after he has been placed.

A computer based operation would store information relevant to the

following functio-,:

(1) Educational and occupational training infor-ation and referral

(2) Employment referral

(3) Tracking

A. EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION AND EMPLOYMENT REFERRAL

The first two functions are similar; they involve the selection of

certain indi. 'als whose attributes coincide with the requirements of an



educational or training program:, or a prospective employer. The following

information contained in the master client file could he pertinent to these

functions:

(1) Age

(2) Sex

(3) Ethnic Origir.

(4) Type and level of academic achievement

(5) Type and level of occupational achievement

(6) Special Aptitudes

(7) Past Employment

(8) Level of Exclusionary iridicatior (type and number of convictions,

etc.)

(9) Work readiness (emotional attitude)

(10) Work readiness (training)

When a job becomes available, a search, which will select those indi-

viduals that fulfill the necessary reouirements, will be trade of the client

master file. This search can use an unlimited number of qurlifying criteria.

A report will then be printed of the names of the eligible clients.

The educational and occupational information function would consist

of a weekly read-out from the computer of all available opportunities. This

file would be constantly updated as new information becomes available.

Both educational and employment opportunities would be contained on

separate files which would include the following type of information as



criteria

(1) Skills required

(2) Edtk tion required

(3) Skills preferred

(4) Education preferred

(5) Aptitudes preferred

(6) State of readiness required

(7) Exclusionary criteria (number and/or type of convictions,
arrests, etc.)

(8) Date of submission of opportunity

(9) Expiration date of opportunity available

(10) Preferential criteria (age, sex, etc.)

The client master file will be updated on a weekly basis to show the

changed status of a client as he moves through the Service. For example,

when a client completes a certain training program, thus acquiring new

skills, his state of readiness would he incremented, and the updated file

would show his new levels of achievement.

The date of attainment of a particular level of readiness will be en-

tered into the individual client profile as it occurs. This information

can be used as a "tie breaker" or prioritization mechanism by the referral

agency in cases in which no subjective criteria can be brought to hear when

the number of eligible clients exceeds the number of educational or employ-

ment referral opportunities available.



B. TRACKING

Tracking will enable a summary analysis of relative client success

and an internal monitoring of the overall service.

There are two purposes fcr the tracking of a client by the Service:,

(1) to gather hard data to prove the success or failure of a client
who is placed on a jo' .

(2) to monitor the client's progress through the Service.

The following data would be relevant to the tracking of a client,

from his first entry into the Service, until one year after he has been

employed:

(1) Date of initial contact with the agency

(2) Type and amount of supportive services estinated to he needed
by client at time of First contact.

(3) Type and amount of supportive services supplied to client after
first contact.

(4) Referral performance: number and types of referrals, acceptance
or rejection of opportunity by client or institution.

(5) Post-acceptance performance (quality of opportunity as judged by
client; quality of activity in opportunity as judged by Service.

Client tracking will supply specific and concise feedback on all actions

taken by or for a client from the time of first contact with the Service.

It will provide data as noted above. In addition, the data will show per-

formance evaluations by the client, the Serv"s, and the supplier of the

educational and employment opportunities subsequent to the acceptance of

the opportunity.



are

C. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

Four critical pieces of information have not yet been mentioned; these

(1) Client identity

(2) Treatment agency identity

(3) Educational or training institution identity

( 4) Prospective/actual employer identity

Due to the sensitive nature of other (Ina in the system, the need for

confidentiality with respect to the above mentioned identities is critical.

The insurance of privacy for these entities is quite easily attained once

the problem is recognized, and the principlemay be extended to cover other

identities stored within the system. The protection of identity can he

effected by the assignment of code numbers to refer to the individuals and

institutionb. Such assignment, and possession of assignment lists, should

be manually controlled by aLthorized agents of the Service. This will

preclude violation of privacy by uninvolved agency staff and, more impor-

tantly, by persons present at the computer processing installation.

D. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

1. It is unnecessarily wasteful to 1,rite new systems, duplicating

existing software. Thera are a number of skills inventory systems already

in the marketplace, some of which may be in the public domain. These pack-

ages are capable of the-production of lists which contain multiple eligible

clients for multiple opportunities in an efficient rnnner. All such systems
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include mechanisms for entering ne clients and opportunities to lists and

for updating the status of any type of data already present in the system.

2. It is a fact of life within the data processing industry that

the cost of implementation of a system increases when the implementation

of that system is not performed by the same manufacturer within the same

time period. Design and coding specifications have a tendency to become

stale, and the init.al meaning of such specifications changes, when persons

involved in design work are unavailable for consultation during implementa-

tion. Thus, it is suggested that functions which might not he used ini-

.
tially by the system be built in at the tire of implementation, even

though they may.not actually be performed until a later date. For example,

there could be functions wIliCh would enable the referral agency to track

its own performance, that of its individual support functions, of the re-

ferring treatment agencies, and of the suppliers of the educational and

employment opportunities. This audit trail is an extremely valuable mech-

anism for monitoring the activity of the Service and the actual operation

of those agencies and institutions with which it interacts.

The follming are examples of possible future system functions:

A. Comparison of the performance of many clients from the same

treatment agency or same type of treatment modality could provide a valu-

able managerial tool in allocating resources to service clients referred

by such agencies. This could also provide diagnostic data tc the treatment

agencies themselves if disclosure of such figures is within the constraints

of the charter of the Service.
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F. A similar comparison may be made concerning the performance of

classes of clients after application for or acceptance of opportunity kith

a specific employer or class of employers. This data would be valuable tc

tLe job developer in assessing the prospects fnr success of clients after

referral to the various suppliers of opportunities.

C. The number and kinds of activities that support workers utilize

in relation to clients or classes of clients would provide executive staff

with a tool ' ;hich would indicate inappropriate amounts of effort by support

workers to service such clients. This may indicate conscious or unconscious

bias towards a client, the overlc.ading of a particular support resource

provider, etc. It is difficult to see how quantifiable norms of such acti-

vity could in fact be derived without inclusion of this function.
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ESTIMI.TED BUDGET OF COMPUTER -BASED SYSTEM *

Initial start-up

Time and materials

Initial specifications

Computer consultant
(from initial study to implementation)

Skills inventory software package
(fee is negotiable)

Interface of software package
into rest of system

Tracking system

Coding of future functions

Total

Weekly cost of operation

0

015,000

3,500

7,500

- 12,000

2,500

10.000

8,0u0

$58,000

10,000$200 per week x SO weeks

Total cost of system $68,500

*All dollar amounts estimated thus far must be understood to he no more
than estimates. Vendors of software manufacturing services have dif-
ferent ways of developing cost figures. Some will supply fixed-cost

contracts while others supply cost estimates but work on a time and
materials basis.' Estimating the cost of operation of the system after
implementation is difficult because of the lack of specifics concerning
the number of runs required, the type and size of the computer required
to process the operations, and the like.



VII. COMBINED ?WEL BUDGET DKOJECTION

The following budget reflects a preliminary estimate of budget ex-

penditures for the first year of operation. Salary levels are high

because it is felt that in order to acquire qualified staff members, rroper

financial remuneration is in order. The specific qualifications for each

position should require as brond a background as possible in both occupa-

tional and educational concerns and knowledge of the drug field. To insure

the continuous upgrading of staff, money is allocated for in-service train -

ink'. All figures are either "guess-timates" or reflect estimates based on

actual operating costs of similar social service agencies.

FFPSONNEL

Full - tire:

Fxecutive Director $ 10,000

Job Developer 25,000

Counseling Director 20,000

Research Director 20,000

Assistant Counseling Director
/Coordinator of NIPS model 17,000

Research Assistant 17,000

5 Employment/ Educational Counselors
C $14,000. 70,000

Executive Secretary 9,000

2 clerk-typists @ $8,000 16,000

Receptionist... 7,500

$266,225

Fringe and FICA (15%) 34,724

Total $300,95(1



Part-time:

Legal Counsel @ $10 /day, 36 days $ 3,600
CPA @ $100/day, 12 days 1,200
Bookkeeper @ $75/day, 48 days 3,600

Job Development f rducational
Consultants @ $100/day, 24 days 2,400

Public Relations Package 15,000
Occupational & Educational Aptitude

Testing @ $100 per person, 100 clients 10,000
Computer Consultant (start-up) 7,500
In-Service Training 10,000

$53,300

TOTAL PERSONNEL $354,250

OTHER THAN PERSONNEL. SERVICES (OTPS)

Pent: 4,000 sq. ft. @ $5/sq. ft $ 20,000
Facility Improvement 4 Renovation 15,000
Equipment 10,000
Special Equipment: Computer

Operating Costs, processing time,etc 58,000
Corsumable Supplies 3,000
Vaintenance 2,000
Telephone Installation and Use 4,000
Postage 1,500
Travel (local) 1,000
Beneficiary rood 1,000
Insurance 1,000

Repair Services 500

TOTAL OTPS $117,500

TOTAL PERSONNEL $354,250

TOTAL OTPS 117,500

TOTAL BUDGET $471,750



VIII. SUYVARY

When the' investigators began this project, it was assumed that the

educaticn and employment of former drug abusers represented a

faceted social problem. Continued investigation revealed the unique prob-

lems in the field of education and world of work. This stt.Jv represents

an attempt to compile and synthesize many of the cogent issues related to

post treatrent educational and occupational prsuits.

The major goal of the study was the development of the OF1RS and

employment agency models. However, before models were developed %%hid)

would lead tcward a solution, a detailed descrintien of the mrobler area

was deemed necessary. This is why se much cf this renort is devoted to

developing the history and background cf treatment programs, eduction and

business and industry.

With increased clinical and medical advances, many persons originally

believed to be incurable have recovered fror both chronic and a.,:utc

nesses. This group inejudes those who have rece,,red fror drug aodictiea,

alcoholism, mental illness, physical ha:Idicaps, and a wide ,qriety of

characterelogical problems. Each of these special interest groups compete

in the market place for available job epporttmities and special p)ogras.

This study focused upon the former drug addict. Anyone familiar with addic-

tion knows about the long road hack from this life style and the absolute

necessity for the meaningful absorption these persons into society after

treatme.m.



The links between treatment and employment rust he strengthener. In

nary cases they must be established from scratch. Ile research findings

indicate that the institution of an intermediary organization such as the

one proposed in the cdels presented can successfully bridge the gap and

connect the lias. Only an intermediary "orhudsmar" type of orgarizaticn

can provide the two-way leverage necessary to promote educational an occu-

pational opportunities. When left to their mn devices, the treatment pro-

grams will only succeed in a randon manner. Assurances of employability

will not be readily accepted iron treatment workers unversed in the needs

and practices of the business world. Opening the deors to opportunity car

only be accomplished by professional job developers sympathetic to the world

of work, particularly managers, as well as to the plight of the former addict.

Implementation of the models proposed in this report must be done in

a deliberately slow and co-servative manner. Nc institution or employer

is going to provide opportunities fcr the estimated 30-40,000 former addicts

now seeking placement. The initial enforcement of stringent criteria is

caller for to create a basis for successful placement. The proposed agency

must prove itself with a small group of work-ready and school-ready ex-

addicts. Having done this, a strong case can be made for steadily widening

circles of clients.

Tracking is essential for an agency which is ultimately concerned with

the employability of a large number of clients. Tracking will enable a

surary analysis of relative client success and an internal monitoring of

the overall service.



Financial support for suc models sl'culd core from tcth the public and

private sectors. At recent hearings on ex-addict job discrimination, both

public ali private employers pointed the finger at the other camp tc get

the ball rolling. The initial intent should te to deal with a srell number

of enlightened employers rather than ary atterpt to solicit a large number

of openings early in the game.

A consortium of interested parties coring together, using this and

other models tc seek out funds is reconmended. Feelly, the consortium

would include persons from treatment and from the business world. It should

also include government agencies and foundations as a nucleus for advisory

ane financial support. The intermediary agency must be operationally in-

dependent of both government agencies the business world. This inter-

mediary agency would help to meet the needs of both groups, but in order

to operate successfully, must he functionally and legally independent.
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APPENDIY

P MMIC ADMIMONS POLICY QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What-is the admission policy, if any, in your schoo. egarding
ex-addicts and/or methadone patients?

2. If there is nc specific policy, is there anything in the by-lays of
your school which would prohibit the entrance of ex-addicts and/or
methadone patients?

3. In order for an ex-addict or methadone patient to 1-;e admitted, would
you require a letter of recommendation from 11'e treatment program
tit?* he/she has attended?

4. Are there any special programs to help prepare the ex-drug user fc-
college, or to deal with his or her special problems?

S. Are there currently any academic courses or programs in drug abuse
being given in your school?

1
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